
𝐵: initial phase classes. 𝑆: classes per phase after the initial 

one. 𝑅: exemplars per class. 𝜂: coefficient of CwD objective. 

Results are averaged over 3 seeds. Without specific 

description, all results are with ImageNet100 and LUCIR.
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classifier in a phase-by-phase manner, where only 

data of a subset of classes are given at each phase. 

Previous works mainly focus on mitigating 

forgetting in phases after the initial one. However, 

we find that improving CIL at its initial phase is 
also a promising direction.

1. Background & Introduction

Firstly, we show that directly mimicking the oracle 
model (i.e., a model jointly trained with all classes) 

representations at initial phase can improve CIL.

We use the following objective at initial phase:

min
𝜃

𝐿𝑐𝑒 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜃 + 𝛽 1 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑓𝜃 𝑥 , 𝑓𝜃∗ 𝑥 ,

where 𝑓𝜃(𝑥) and 𝑓𝜃∗(𝑥) denotes representations 

output by the initial phase model and the oracle 

model, respectively. Results are shown below.

2. An Exploratory Experiment

Next, we observe class-wise representations produced by an naively trained 

initial phase model and the oracle model. We find that representations 

output by the naively trained model reside in a lower dimensional 
subspace (see Fig. 1.(a)), while representations output by the oracle model
can better use the ambient space (see Fig. 1.(b)).

3. An observation on representations

Motivated by our observations, we propose a novel regularization objective 

at initial phase of CIL, termed Class-wise Decorrelation (CwD):
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where 𝐾(𝑐) is the correlation matrix of class 𝑐 representations. With CwD, 

representations of each class can better use the ambient space instead of 

simply residing in a lower dimensional subspace (see Fig. 1.(c)).

4. Class-wise Decorrelation to mimic the oracle

5. Experiments


